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Relevant Species
Routine equine health exams and
biosecurity strategies utilize screening
methods to detect underlying performancelimiting issues and potential infectious
disease concerns. The fundamental basis
of this is a good physical exam with rectal
temperature screening, however subclinical
issues may still exist that can become
problematic. Measurement of serum amyloid A (SAA) is a highly effective tool for this purpose and
can identify horses with subclinical disease that would not otherwise be detected.

Any elevation of SAA should be considered abnormal
The normal range of SAA in a healthy horse is generally considered to be less than 20 µg/mL.1,2 It
becomes elevated in acute systemic inflammation, particularly due to viral or bacterial infections,
with bacteria stimulating the greatest SAA production.3-5 SAA is highly sensitive and specific for the
presence or absence of systemic inflammation, more sensitive than WBC count or fibrinogen.1,3,6-8
For the purpose of biosecurity or health screening, any elevation of SAA should be considered
abnormal and trigger further investigation.2,7

SAA may increase even if body temperature is normal
SAA can increase even in the absence of fever9-10, making it exceptionally useful for screening
purposes and to monitor health status. Unlike fever, it will not be significantly affected by NSAID
therapy.7 In one study, SAA was 97.1% sensitive and 97.2% specific to differentiate clinically
abnormal horses (i.e. those who developed infections) from those that were normal when tested
24 hours after air transportation.9 The presence of fever had a sensitivity of just 2.9% at the same
time point, indicating that SAA could identify brewing infections earlier and allow more rapid clinical
intervention.9
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SAA testing can help prevent and manage infectious disease outbreaks
There is clear value in assessing SAA alongside rectal temperature to identify subclinical disease2,3,9
as part of an efficacious health screening strategy. In terms of biosecurity, disease outbreaks may
be prevented if horses are effectively screened prior to co-mingling at events or when introducing
new horses to a resident population. If an active infectious disease outbreak is occurring, SAA
can help monitor at-risk or exposed horses for development of disease. Horses that have become
infected will have elevated SAA and can be handled appropriately, with additional diagnostics as
indicated.3,4 SAA can also be used to monitor populations that may be at increased risk due to age,
stress, exposure, population density, or other factors.4,8 This could include young horses in intense
training4, hospital populations6, or horses undergoing long-distance travel9.

SAA can identify subclinical problems in outwardly healthy horses
As a general health screening tool, SAA can be very useful to assess the health of a horse prior to
surgery and to monitor for complications afterwards.3,10-12 Testing prior to transport may identify
subtle abnormalities that have the potential to develop into bigger problems with shipping. Testing
horses after transport3,9 allows early recognition of shipping-related infections. SAA screening can
help detect underlying issues during any routine health examination, including pre-purchase or
insurance exams. Although normal (negative) results do not rule out all concerns, a positive result
indicates an active problem that should be investigated.

Normal horses should have little to no SAA
As a general rule, a truly normal horse should have virtually no circulating SAA. SAA increases
minimally or not at all with stress, exercise13,14 or anesthesia4 alone. Barring any confounding factors
(see April 2020 newsletter), elevated SAA in an outwardly healthy horse should always be a trigger
to look deeper into possible causes.
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